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YOUR DATA
DESERVES BETTER
Data is critical to your agency’s ability to drive
real-time analysis, situational awareness, and
service delivery.
Why are you limiting what it can do?

Three Signs Your Database is Holding You Back
1

Your search efforts are slow and the results lack vital information
Manually combing through search results is very time consuming—and it’s difficult to make sense of all the information. It’s
even more challenging to ferret out crucial context and relevant connections among documents.

2

You know what information you need, but you can’t easily get to it
You know the type of information you need, but you can’t seem to efficiently separate the essential data from the noise.
And, you don’t know immediately when critical, new information becomes available.

3

You’re struggling to efficiently manage all of your data
The volume, variety and velocity of information you collect every day is mind blowing. It’s also difficult to collect information
from external sources and integrate it with your internal data sources.

If this is your reality, you need MarkLogic®—the world’s best database for integrating data from silos.

and intelligence organizations can’t control or predict what data
“ “Defense
they will need for their missions. At any given time, they can have massive
amounts of data pouring in and all of it in different formats—the likes of
which legacy platforms were never designed to manage.”
—Idriss Mekrez, Chief Technology Officer, MarkLogic
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Defense and Intelligence Leaders
Count on MarkLogic
Agencies trust MarkLogic to help them achieve situational awareness.
With MarkLogic, data spread across silos can be integrated, enriched and
delivered—in geospatial, temporal and semantic context—to help users
gather and share intelligence even in a disconnected environment.
A secure, agile database platform with real-time alerts and advanced
search capabilities, MarkLogic streamlines data integration to help you
achieve a 360-view of your data for faster communication and better
decision-making.

Government Organizations Succeed on MarkLogic
U.S. Intelligence Agency
MarkLogic anchors a military messaging system featuring advanced alerting and search with 100s of millions of records and
9,000+ users that depend on MarkLogic’s granular access controls.

U.S. Combatant Command
This elite group used MarkLogic to create a knowledge management and information system to share diverse data sets across
many systems, programs, and people. The solution also enabled support for DIL (disconnected, intermittent, or limited network)
operations. Results show 59% improvement in query performance and 57% less disk space used in comparison to the agency’s
legacy RDBMS solution.

Police Intelligence
Across the globe, there are agencies charged to protect children from abuse, neglect and exploitation. Each only has a slice of the
data—making it difficult to ascertain if an at-risk child requires intervention. MarkLogic is helping seven agencies work together
on over 50 systems to identify data patterns that create the full story of each child at-risk.

Use a Data Platform That Integrates Data at Mission Speed
As the world’s best database for integrating data from silos, MarkLogic’s database platform empowers government agencies to
integrate diverse data from any source to deliver high performance applications with enterprise-grade security.
You can free your agency from the burden of extensive data management activities. MarkLogic empowers you to focus on
delivering critical information at mission speed—while keeping projects on time and budget.

Visit www.marklogic.com
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